Within the framework of a modified proton ordering model of the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectric crystals, taking into account a linear over the strain ε 6 contribution into the proton system energy, we obtain an expression for longitudinal dynamic dielectric permittivity of a mechanically clamped crystal using the four-particle cluster approximation and the dynamic Glauber approach. At a proper choice of the model parameters, we obtain a good quantitative description of available experimental data for these crystals.
Introduction
In the late 1960-ies, most theoretical and experimental studies of ferroelectrics concentrated on various dynamic phenomena. The dispersion of dielectric permittivity of ferroelectrics was explored at low frequencies, which provided an important information on the mechanisms of phase transitions and revealed the peculiarities of the low-frequency dynamics of a system. Ferroelectric dispersion is closely related to the presence of a low-frequency excitation, i.e., a soft mode which can be either resonant or relaxational. Ferroelectric compounds of the KH 2 PO 4 family occupy an intermediate position. The region of fundamental dispersion in these crystals is located in the submillimeter range ν ≈ 50 GHz. At deuteration, the ferroelectric dispersion in these crystals is shifted to the millimeter and microwave ranges.
The major task of dielectric spectra studies of ferroelectric crystals is to explore the peculiarities of the soft mode behavior, especially in the phase transition region [1] . As a rule, the soft modes in the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectrics are strongly damped. To explore their character is a complicated task. One has to explore the dielectric spectra of these crystals in a wide frequency range that includes several regions requiring specific and unique experimental methods of measurements. There is hardly any experimental group fully equipped for such studies. This fact, along with the principal difficulties in experimental measurements of dielectric spectra, and the dependence ofε * (ω, T ) on sample quality and surface treatment, causes the situation when the experimental data for dielectric spectra of the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectrics turn out to be disembodied and quite conflicting. This should be kept in mind while analysing the experimental data and the theoretical results for dynamic characteristics of ferroelectrics including those of the KH 2 PO 4 family.
In the late 1970-ies, the obtained experimental results for the dynamic characteristics in the KH 2 PO 4 family compounds were interpreted mostly within phenomenological models (see [1] [2] [3] ). Phenomenological theories do not make it possible to reveal the microscopic nature of the dispersion of dielectric permittivity or to appropriately describe the effect of various factors on the character of its temperature and frequency dependencies. The attempts to solve this problem using the Green's function method or Bloch kinetic equations method failed [4, 5] .
A vast majority of studies on the theory of relaxation phenomena in the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectrics are based on the stochastic Glauber model [6] . For the first time, the relaxation dynamics of the KD 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics was studied using this method in [2] , where, within the four-particle cluster approximation (FPCA), there was initiated a study of the main regularities of longitudinal relaxation in the case of a paraelectric phase. However, long-range interactions were not taken into account therein, and the corresponding experimental data for the KD 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics were not discussed. Later on [7] [8] [9] , a more consistent model of deuterated KD 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics and ND 4 D 2 PO 4 type antiferroelectrics was explored. Within the framework of this model, using the FPCA for short-range interactions and the mean field approximation for long-range interactions, longitudinal dynamic characteristics of these crystals were calculated. It was shown [10] [11] [12] that the theory proposed in [7] [8] [9] provides a satisfactory description of thermodynamic and longitudinal dynamic characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics. In [13] [14] [15] , the authors attempted to develop a more consistent theory of the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectrics in the FPCA which takes tunneling (Ω) into account. The results were not good enough to appropriately describe the available experimental data for the dynamic characteristics of these crystals. However, the fact of suppression of the dynamic characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics by short-range interactions was established. An effective tunneling parameterΩ (Ω ≪ Ω) renormalized by the short-range interactions was obtained. It should be noted that the established in [13] [14] [15] suppression of dynamic characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics by short-range correlations is the most probable reason of the Debye-type dispersion of dielectric permittivity observed in these crystals.
In [16] [17] [18] , thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics of quasi-one-dimensional hydrogen bonded CsH 2 PO 4 ferroelectrics were found using a self-consistent approach to the calculation of thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics of pseudospin systems with essential short-range and long-range interactions, based on the calculation of the free energy functional with short-range interactions taken into account in the reference approach. It was established that an essential suppression of the soft vibration mode by short-range correlations takes place in a wide temperature range. This fact, just like in the case of KH 2 PO 4 , is directly related to the Debye type of longitudinal dielectric permittivity dispersion observed in CsH 2 PO 4 . It should be mentioned that similar studies of thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics of KH 2 PO 4 can be carried out using the technique developed in [19] . Such studies would make it possible to explore the effect of suppression of the soft mode in the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics more consistently than in [13] and thereby to explain the Debye character of the dielectric permittivity dispersion in these crystals.
It should be noted that the ferroelectric compounds of the KH 2 PO 4 family are piezoelectric. Piezoelectric coupling is observed in external electric fields and mechanical stresses of certain symmetries. Ferroelectric phase transition in the KH 2 PO 4 type crystals is accompanied by the appearance of spontaneous strains, which changes their tetragonal symmetry. So far, the calculations of dielectric characteristics of these crystals within the proton ordering model [1, 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] were restricted to a static limit and highfrequency relaxation. The attempts to explore the piezoelectric resonance phenomenon within a model that does not take into account the piezoelectric coupling were vain. The conventional proton ordering model does not permit one to describe the effects associated with the differences of the free and clamped crystal regimes in the static limit or the phenomenon of crystal clamping by a high-frequency field. This leads, in particular, to some quantitative deviations from experiment for the temperature behavior of polarization relaxation time and dynamic dielectric permittivity of the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics in the phase transition region.
The studies of the piezoelectric coupling effect on the phase transition and on physical characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics were initiated in [20] , where the Slater theory [21] was modified by
The thermodynamic and longitudinal dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 type were also calculated in [25, 27] within a model that takes into account the tunneling and piezoelectric coupling. It should be mentioned, however, that taking into account the tunneling within the cluster approximation yields a non-physical behavior of the calculated quantities at low temperatures [31] . In [28] [29] [30] , the effect of the electric field E 3 on the phase transition and on the physical characteristics of K(H 0.12 D 0.88 ) 2 PO 4 and KH 2 PO 4 was explored, and a good agreement with experiment was obtained.
In [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , where there was used a model with tunneling, the dynamic characteristics of the KH 2 PO 4 family ferroelectrics were not considered. In [32] , using a modified proton ordering model proposed in [24] , the dynamic dielectric permittivity of a free KH 2 PO 4 type crystals was calculated taking into account the dynamics of ε 6 strain. The experimentally observed effects of crystal clamping by a highfrequency electric field and piezoelectric resonance in KH 2 PO 4 and KD 2 PO 4 crystals were theoretically described for the first time. Peculiarities of the ultrasound attenuation coefficients near the phase transition temperature in these crystals were also described. In [33] , we presented a detailed review of the obtained results for longitudinal and transverse static dielectric permittivities, for piezoelectric coefficients, and for elastic constants of several ferroelectric crystals of the KH 2 PO 4 family. Moreover, the typical behavior of longitudinal and transverse characteristics of mechanically free KH 2 PO 4 , Rb 2 PO 4 , KH 2 AsO 4 crystals was shown and the results for temperature and frequency dependencies of longitudinal and transverse dielectric permittivities of KH 2 PO 4 were presented, along with the corresponding experimental data.
In the present paper, using the model proposed in [24] we calculate the longitudinal dynamic dielectric permittivity of clamped ferroelectrics of the KH 2 PO 4 type and explore its behavior in wide temperature and frequency ranges. Using the obtained results, we perform a detailed analysis of the available experimental data for these crystals.
Systems of equations for the time-dependent deuteron distribution functions
We shall consider a system of deuterons moving on the O-D. . . O bonds in deuterated KD 2 PO 4 type ferroelectrics. A primitive cell of the Bravais lattice of these crystals consists of two neighboring tetrahedra PO 4 along with four hydrogen bonds attached to one of them (the "A" type tetrahedron). The hydrogen bonds attached to the other tetrahedron ("B" type) belong to the four structural elements surrounding this tetrahedron (figure 1). The dynamic characteristics of these compounds will be calculated within the four-particle cluster approximation that proved to be successful in describing their thermodynamic properties [12, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
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The Hamiltonian of the deuteron subsystem, taking into account short-range and long-range interactions in the presence of an external electric field E 3 along the crystallographic c axis and mechanical stress σ 6 = σ x y , which independently contribute to polarization P 3 and strain ε 6 , consists of the "seed" and pseudospin parts [24, 26] 
where N is the total number of primitive cells. The "seed" energy of a primitive cell corresponds to the sublattice of heavy ions and does not explicitly depend on the deuteron subsystem configuration.
It is expressed in terms of the strain ε 6 and electric field E 3 and includes the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric contributions
where v is the primitive cell volume; c E 0
66 , e 0 36 , χ ε0 33 are the "seed" elastic constant, piezoelectric coefficient, and dielectric susceptibility, respectively. They determine the temperature behavior of the corresponding observable quantities at temperatures far from the phase transition T c .
The pseudospin part of the Hamiltonian readŝ
( 2.3)
The first term describes effective long-range interactions between deuterons; σ q f is the z-th component of the pseudospin operator that describes the state of a deuteron in the q-th cell on the f -th bond. ( f = 1, 2, 3, 4). Two eigenvalues of the operator σ q f = ±1 correspond to two possible positions of the deuteron on the bond denoted by "1", "2" in figure 1. In (2.3)Ĥ sh.s (6) is a linear over the strain ε 6 Hamiltonian of the short-range interactions between deuterons [26] :
where ε s , ε a , ε 1 , ε 0 are the energies of deutron configurations near the PO 4 group. The third term in (2.3) is a linear over the shear strain ε 6 mean field Hamiltonian induced by the piezoelectric coupling; ψ 6 is the parameter of the deformational mean field.
The last term in (2.3) effectively describes the interactions of deuterons with an external electric field E 3 . Here µ f 3 is the effective dipole moment related to the f -th hydrogen bonds, where
and µ 3 is the dipole moment of up/down deuteron configurations.
Taking into account the peculiarities of the crystalline structure of the MD 2 XO 4 the type ferroelectrics, their dynamic characteristics can be calculated within the four-particle cluster approximation that proved to be effective in describing the thermodynamic characteristics of these crystals [12, [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Long-range interactions are taken into account in the mean field approximation. Within the cluster approach, the thermodynamic potential of MD 2 XO 4 ferroelectrics calculated per one primitive cell reads
where 4ν c = J 11 (0) + 2J 12 (0) + J 13 (0), the eigenvalues of Fourier-transform of the long-range interaction
is the parameter of deuteron ordering; Z
qs , β = 1 k B T are the single-particle and four-particle partition functions. The single-particleĤ qs deuteron Hamiltonians are presented byĤ
where
The effective field ∆ c s exerted by the neighboring hydrogen bonds from outside the cluster, is determined from the self-consistency condition: the mean values 〈σ q f 〉 calculated within the four-particle and oneparticle cluster approximations should coincide. The dynamic characteristics of the MD 2 XO 4 crystals will be explored using the proposed dynamic model based on a stochastic Glauber model [6] . Using the method developed in [10] [11] [12] 32] , the system of equations for the time-dependent deuteron distribution functions is obtained in the form 
from (2.7), one can obtain a closed system of equations for the time-dependent single-particle, threeparticle, and pair distribution functions of deuterons in MD 2 XO 4 within the four-particle cluster approximation and for a single-particle distribution function within the single-particle approximation [32] :
10)
(2.12)
Relaxational dynamics of mechanically clamped MD 2 XO 4 crystals
Now, using the obtained systems of equations, let us calculate the dynamic characteristics of the MD 2 XO 4 crystals. Let us consider the case of small deviations of the considered system from equilibrium. We can separate the static and dynamic parts in the obtained system of equations. To do so, we present the distribution functions and the effective fields as sums of the equilibrium functions and their fluctuations
,
Owing to a piezoelectric coupling, time-dependent electric fields should induce time-dependent strains.
However, in the present paper we shall consider the fields with the frequencies of the order of 10 9 ∼
10
12 Hz, which is far above the frequency of piezoelectric resonance. When the frequency is that high, the strains are not capable of following the external fields, which means that the crystal is effectively clamped. Therefore, in the expansions (3.1) we assume the strain ε 6 to be time-independent. We expand the expressions for the coefficients P z 6 , . . . , L z 6 in series in z 6t /2 up to the linear terms. Taking into account these expansions and (3.1), we obtain a system of equations that describes the behavior of fluctuational parts of distribution functions [32, 34] : 
where the coefficients of the system read
12 ,
13 ,
14 ,
15 ,
s r s ,
s1 r s ,
s2 r 6 ,
s3 r s .
The expressions for the quantities entering the coefficients of the system (3.2), are given in [34] ; if the piezoelectric coupling is neglected, they coincide with the corresponding expressions of [12] .
The system of equations (3.2) is reduced to a non-uniform differential equation with constant coefficients for a single-particle distribution function 
3)
. Expressions for coefficients p 4 , . . . , p (0) are presented in [34] .
Finally, time-dependent single-particle distribution function is obtained in the following form are roots of the characteristics equation
The dynamic dielectric susceptibility of a clamped crystal is defined as
The coefficients χ 3i are found from the following system of equations 
The complex longitudinal dielectric permittivity of the deuteron subsystem of a mechanically clamped MD 2 XO 4 crystal reads
(ω, T ).
A numerical analysis shows that the most important contribution to the dispersion of ε [35] [36] [37] [38] in these crystals, as has been already mentioned, is associated with suppression of tunneling by short-range interactions.
Therefore, we shall neglect the effects of proton tunneling in M(H 1−x D x ) 2 XO 4 . We shall assume that the proposed theory for these crystals is also valid if we use the averaged effective values of the model parameters
In [26] , we calculated the static longitudinal, piezoelectric, elastic, and thermal characteristics of the 
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Longitudinal relaxation of mechanically clamped crystals 
RbH 2 PO 4 -130.00 50.00 -500.00 -300.00 5.90 3000.00 KH 2 AsO 4 -170.00 130.00 -500.00 -500.00 7.50 3000.00 Note that µ 3+ , P + , R + and µ 3− , P − R − correspond to the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases, respectively. The temperature dependencies of the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity ε With an increasing deuteration x in K(H 1−x D x ) 2 PO 4 , the magnitude of ε ′ 33 (ν, T ) decreases, whereas ∆T n increases.
At an isomorphic replacement K → Rb, P→ As, the maximal values of ε ′ 33 (ν, T ) remain almost unchanged, whereas ∆T n slightly increase.
It should be noted that in the MH 2 XO 4 , the experimental data of [36, 41, 44, 45] correspond to the region of dielectric permittivity dispersion. At the same time, for KD 2 PO 4 in the measurements of [35] , the submillimeter frequencies correspond to a high-frequency "tail" of the dispersion, whereas in the
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Longitudinal relaxation of mechanically clamped crystals data of [37] , this is the low-frequency tail. Further experimental measurements of ε * 33 (ν, T ) at ν > 10 are required to evaluate the validity of the calculated ε *
(ν, T ).
The most graphic illustration of the dispersion of the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric permit-
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Longitudinal relaxation of mechanically clamped crystals The theory provides a satisfactory agreement with the experiment for temperature curves of the relaxation time. A certain difference between the relaxation times estimated from the dielectric permittivity and ultrasound measurements is due to the contributions into attenuation from the mechanisms irrelevant for the permittivity (e.g., scattering by admixtures). 
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Conclusions
Within the framework of the modified proton ordering model, taking into account a linear over the strain ε 6 contribution into the energy of the proton subsystem, and using the four-particle cluster approximation, we calculate the longitudinal dynamic characteristics of mechanically clamped crystals of the ν, T ) . For the first time, the dispersion of the longitudinal dynamic dielectric permittivity of clamped crystals of the KH 2 PO 4 family is explored in wide temperature and frequency ranges. It should be noted that the effect of piezoelectric coupling on the dielectric characteristics of these crystals is essential. In the present paper, the observed temperature behavior of ε ′ 33 (ν, T ) in the phase transition region at different frequencies has been appropriately described for the first time.
